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A SOLUTION FOR 
EVERY DEMAND
Our vehicles are masterpieces of technology and design. Since our beginnings, they 
have been designed as powerful, reliable and adaptable for every application. 

PRINOTH has always had a single goal in mind since its inception: softening harsh and 
challenging outdoor work conditions using more modern technologies. Our founder, Ernst 
Prinoth, created a worldwide revolution throughout winter sport industries with his first 
snow grooming vehicle. Today, PRINOTH is not only the leading producer of snow grooming 
vehicles, but has also established itself internationally because of its successful diversifi-
cation into the areas of tracked vehicles and vegetation management. 

The combination of our different business areas with relevant expertise allows us to provide 
effective solutions that are committed to meeting the needs of our customers.

A PRINOTH vehicle fulfills the most taxing requirements by providing vehicles customers 
can always rely on to cope with their daily work. We are known for taking on challenges and 
breaking new ground in finding solutions to different problems. 

Customer focus is at the centre of our company’s philosophy. Our ears are open to support our 
customers. Rapid, competent and uncomplicated - whether it is the flow of information, advice 
or service or a matter of spare parts. The customer stands at the centre of our thinking and 
dealing. You and your requirements are the benchmark of our efforts to continually improve. 

PRINOTH solutions are tailor-made. The articles in the 20th edition of our PRINOTH World 
bear witness to this.

I hope you enjoy reading it!

Werner Amort
President PRINOTH AG

EDITORIAL

CUSTOMIZATION
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100 X PRINOTH
LEITWOLF
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PRINOTH can celebrate almost a golden wedding anniversary with Val d’Isère: for more than 
40 years the ski resort has been one of our most faithful customers! 16 snow grooming 
vehicles provide first-class slope quality - all of them are PRINOTH vehicles!

BISON X AND SEVERAL LEITWOLFS - CONCENTRATED PRINOTH POWER! 
The slopes of Val d’Isère are known throughout the world: the extremely steep La face de 
Bellevarde - famous as the only ski slope from which one can see the finish directly from the 
start, and the slope Oreiller-Killy - scene of the “Criterium of the First Snow” (Critérium de la 

LONG YEARS OF PARTNERSHIP 
WITH VAL D’ISÈRE:

PRINOTH OVER 
100 TIMES!

première neige) since 1966. In 2009, Val d’Isère hosted the Alpine World Ski Championship. 
Here, the criterion for the perfect piste applied, so ski resort manager Cedric Bonnevie 
relied, like his predecessors, on top quality suppliers that are accustomed to the largest and 
most important winter sport events in the world: for the World Ski Championship, PRINOTH 
supplied nine brand-new machines. 

Val d’Isère relies completely on PRINOTH quality - not only is the fleet 100% PRINOTH, the 
ski resort works only with the best available on the market. Three machines have already 
been equipped with the Leica Geosystems snow measuring module. For the 2018/2019 
season, three more units will be monitored with the complete SNOW HOW system. 

In 2018, the ski resort’s fleet was increased by three new LEITWOLFs. The last of these three 
was a deluxe version with the AUTOMATIC winch. The champagne was already being cooled 
as this unit was 

THE HUNDREDTH PRINOTH VEHICLE 
ACQUIRED BY VAL D’ISÈRE. » «



LEITWOLF
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resort in the whole of Poland. Why? Because the ski resort management has established a 
comprehensive investment plan, in which they are building entirely on the competencies of 
the LEITNER Group. Since 2017 the slopes of Szczyrk have been brought into perfect shape 
by two PRINOTH LEITWOLFs - a 10th cableway and two six-seater chairlifts with bubbles of 
the LEITNER brand bring the joys of high-class winter sports to the highest slopes. 

20 km of slopes in the most beautiful and partially forested landscape give travellers to 
Szczyrk the greatest joy - for which slopes manager Lukas Pavciak requires reliable snow 
grooming vehicles on which he can rely 100%. 

THE LEITFOLF WITH A WINCH HAS SERVED US OUTSTANDINGLY, 
AND ITS POWER AND RELIABILITY AS WELL AS SAFETY 

AT WORK HAVE COMPLETELY CAPTIVATED US. (Lukas Pavciak)

Cooperation with our LEITNER colleagues additionally impressed the ski resort: within a few 
months, the luxurious LEITNER lines were built and could be put into operation already by 
the winter season 2017/2018. 

SZCZYRK MOUNTAIN RESORT RELIES ON TECHNOLOGY 
AND CUMULATIVE KNOWLEDGE FROM A PROVIDER 
THAT ONLY THE LEITNER GROUP CAN OFFER

First things first: “Szczyrk,” is pronounced “shirk”. Skiers should note this name, because 
the Szczyrk Mountain Resort is the largest, and will shortly become the most modern ski 

PRINOTH & LEITNER: 

DOUBLE POWER FOR 
POLAND’S GREATEST 
AND MOST MODERN 
SKI RESORT

» «



LEITWOLF

“Majime” is a Japanese term which indicates a person with a sober 
character who takes care of work responsibly and with no great stir. 
Our LEITWOLF has achieved this dignified designation at a demon-
stration in the Hirugano Kougen ski resort. 

LEITWOLF IN HIRUGANO KOUGEN, JAPAN
Hirugano Kougen belongs to the Chubu Snow Alliance. In the fleet 
of this ski resort several PRINOTH vehicles are already represented, 
however not the LEITWOLF T4f. Not yet! The vehicle indeed achieved 
great enthusiasm from the ski resort operator and from its best driver, 
Hiro Misawa. Word of the vehicle demo got around quickly, so that 
the other snow grooming vehicle drivers also wanted to go for a test 
drive on the LEITWOLF. Unanimous verdict: “We love it!” 

UNRIVALLED POWER
The LEITWOLF is the most efficient and at 530 hp the strongest 
snow grooming vehicle available on the international market. With a 
climbing ability of 100% (thanks to the AUTOMATIC winch), a work-
ing width of 4.5 m and a tiller with a parallel offset that is unique 
worldwide, it masters the heaviest terrains by itself. 

MAJIME PRINOTH LEITWOLF 

CONVINCING 
RELIABILITY AND 
EFFICIENCY
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LEITWOLF
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DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LEITWOLF 
CONVINCES EVERYONE IN THE LARGEST SKI RESORT 
OF SOUTH KOREA
Yongpyong Ski Resort was founded in 1975, and since has risen to 
become the ski mecca of South Korea. The well-known and largest 
South Korean ski and snowboard resort belongs, along with a golf 
course, luxury apartments and an indoor water park, to the Yongpyong 

Resort, located in the northeast region of the country. With its 28 
slopes and 14 lifts at 700 m to 1,458 m in height and an average snow-
fall of 250 cm, the ski resort has been a proven location for inter-
national competitions - the latest being the Winter Olympics 2018. 

MANOEUVRABLE, POWERFUL, RELIABLE - THE ALPHA 
ANIMAL OF SNOW GROOMING VEHICLES IN USE
On the slopes of the Yongpyong Resort, PRINOTH’s EVEREST snow 
groomers have proved themselves over the years, and are now joined 
by a LEITWOLF. The especial manoeuvrability qualities of the high-tech 
snow grooming vehicles, combined with their outstanding performance 
have won people over and will prepare the slopes of the ski resort in 
future winter sport competitions - no doubt the surest way to further 
continue the development of the resort into a major East Asian 
attraction.

YONGPYONG SKI RESORT

THE LEITWOLF 
REACHES SOUTH 
KOREA



Maybe some people will remember the legendary film by Willy Bogner from the 80’s. 
PRINOTH offered a few customers a unique experience in competition with the elements 
in Sicily: our vehicles dared to dance on the volcano...

A snow grooming vehicle in Sicily? Maybe not the first thing one associates with that south 
Italian island. But yes, there are indeed ski resorts on Etna: such as Star Etna and Etna Nord 
Piano Provenzana, in the region of Lingualglossa. 
While a few metres beneath the surface the fiery torrents flow and threatening smoke rises 
from Mt. Etna’s crater, ski tourists can enjoy from their departure the fascinating view of 
the sea and Sicily’s Mediterranean vegetation. A spectacular backdrop and the ideal stage 
for our PRINOTH vehicles!

 
THE LEITWOLF HAS SCALED THE LARGEST 
VOLCANO IN EUROPE AND HAS MET EVEN 

THIS CHALLENGE WITH DISTINCTION.

For some customers PRINOTH organised a demonstration of super-class vehicles. Eight 
PRINOTH vehicles - among them, five LEITWOLFs captivated visitors in probably the most 
exotic ski resort in Europe. 

People could ascend dangerously close to the volcano with the LEITNER lift. There, the eight 
vehicles were tested to their limit. At this point, not only was the PRINOTH cable winch of 
the LEITWOLF given a good inspection, but the passenger cabin of the LEITWOLF was also 
seen up close. 

The PRINOTH demo was only interrupted for occasional snapshots of the fascinating scenery: 
Fire, ice and top technology - an incomparable experience!
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LEITWOLF

FIRE AND ICE » «



ALL OUR MACHINES OUR MADE BY PRINOTH, AND THIS 
WILL REMAIN SO IN THE FUTURE. (Steven Schlegel)

The Castle Mountain ski resort in Alberta, Canada, is proud to be operated by skiers and for 
skiers. Downhill fanatics and nature lovers enjoy the natural, challenging slopes and get 
their money’s worth. The mission that the operators of Castle Mountain pursue is to be in 
harmony with nature. 

100% PRINOTH
PRINOTH vehicles are exclusively used for the 94 slopes that are prepared each night at the 
ski resort. One-third are prepared by the BISON with the AUTOMATIC winch. 
Castle Mountain had already relied in the past on a PRINOTH winch machine and was impressed 
by its achievements. The PRINOTH vehicle constantly and reliably left flawless, perfect slopes. 
However, the new BISON left the resort’s operators speechless with enthusiasm: “Once again it 
is far better!” enthused Steven Schlegel, Manager of the slopes at Castle Mountain. 

BISON SHOWS ITS CAPABILITIES ON ALL SLOPES AT THE RESORT
On wide slopes, the area output of the 4.3 m broad power pack gives full satisfaction. 
Here, Steven and his team take pleasure in testing out all the extras and special features of 
their new PRINOTH. The AUTOMATIC winch proves itself on the ski resort’s many black runs. 
“Thanks to the AUTOMATIC winch, we can now prepare a greater terrain in a shorter time, and 
also have more time to deal with other things,” explains Steven. He and his team are convinced 
PRINOTH fans; no other vehicle is to be found in their garage. “All our machines our PRINOTH 
products and will remain so in the future,” says Steven firmly. 

BISON

PRINOTH BISON AT 
CASTLE MOUNTAIN, 
CANADA
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The first 365 day a year, indoor, real-snow ski and snowboard center in North America will be 
opening this March in East Rutherford, NJ. Operated by SNOW Operating, the 180,000 square 
feet, 16 story high climate controlled center will offer an introduction to the winter mountain 

lifestyle to hundreds of thousand of guests annually. PRINOTH is proud to have been selected 
as the exclusive snow grooming machine of choice for the center and will be testing our new 
T4f HUSKY X platform starting with the projects opening spring 2019.  

“To provide the best guest experience possible, we need to create the right on-snow environ-
ment. With the size and intricacies of the indoor center, it quickly became clear to us that only 
the HUSKY would be capable to do what we were looking to do. Now with the added X features, 
there’s virtually no limit to what we can do and we’re really excited to get behind the sticks 
and start putting this machine to work.”  Patrick Hession, VP Operations, SNOW Operating.

Big SNOW at American Dream is located 4.5 miles from the Lincoln tunnel in New Jersey’s 
American Dream entertainment and retail destination. The project is expected to see 40 
Million visitors per year with the ski center projected to upwards of 400,000 visits annually. 
If the projected visitation goes according to budget, this single location could increase trial 
visitation for skiing and snowboarding within the US by more than 10% annually. Big SNOW 
is slated to open in spring of 2019.  For more information visit: www.americandream.com
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AMERICAN DREAM, NEW JERSEY, USA 

NORTH AMERICA’S 
FIRST INDOOR 
SNOW CENTER

COOPERATION

With the renowned learning method of the Terrain Based 
Learning Program, SNOW OPERATING is designed for begin-
ners and re-starters in particular. The terrain is specially 
prepared with PRINOTH’s agile HUSKY: the snow bed is pre-
pared for speed and direction of travel, thus facilitating 
the practice of specific movement patterns. SNOW Operating 
relies hereby on the PRINOTH HUSKY.



OFFICIAL SUPPLIER
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Championship, PRINOTH, with its HUSKY, BISON X and LEITWOLF, is sending its strongest 
fleet of vehicles to the starting gate. The goal: Perfect runs for the best ski racers in the world!

PRINOTH - MASTER OF SNOW
Years of experience in the area of slope preparation, commensurate technical know-how and 
appropriate snow grooming vehicles for every need make PRINOTH the ideal Official Supplier 
for both mega-sport events. PRINOTH stands for innovative technologies, but what really 
works is proven on the slopes. 

PRINOTH, SKISTAR & TIROLBERG - STRONG TEAMS
PRINOTH is taking over the role of Official Supplier for slopes preparation at the World 
Championship 2019. Just like at the World Championship 2017 in St. Moritz, the slopes 
experts will be represented as partners of TirolBerg. Furthermore, the cooperation between 
PRINOTH and Skistar in the supply of snow grooming vehicles will continue in Skistar’s 
resorts in Norway, Sweden and Austria. 

PISTE PREPARATION FOR THE WORLD’S ELITE
It is becoming exciting: the Alpine Ski World Championship 2019 in Åre, Sweden, is drawing 
closer. Millions of fans from around the world will be drawn into the spell of the superlative 
sporting event. The Final of the World Cup 2018 has already provided an impressive fore-
taste, where the sportswomen and sportsmen rushed down the slopes last March in Åre. 
But before the top athletes chase the sought-after gold medal of the upcoming World Ski 

SKI WORLD CUP FINAL 2018 AND 
SKI WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 2019 

PRINOTH IS THE 
OFFICIAL SUPPLIER 
IN ÅRE



DAS LOGO

INTERPRETATION

Das Logo wirkt wie ein 
Kettenglied und steht für 
Zusammenhalt.

Weiters signalisiert es 
Sport/Bewegung/Dynamik: 
Loipe!

Das S steht allgemein 
für Seefeld.

Mindestgröße
Das Logo sollte eine 
Mindestgröße von 45 mm 
nicht unterschreiten. 
Für Medien ab Format 
DIN A4 ist das Logo 
mindestens 50 mm hoch.
Bei größeren Medien ist auf 
ein optisch ausgewogenes 
Verhältnis zu achten. 4C

2 3

45 mm

Mindestgröße

SICHERHEITSABSTAND

Bei der Platzierung des Logos 
ist auf einen Sicherheitsabstand 
zu anderen Elementen zu achten. 

Die Größe des Abstandes 
ergibt sich aus der Größe der 
Zahl 2019 und entspricht der 
Höhe der Zahl 1.

In the winter of 2019, the Nordic Ski Circus returns to Seefeld. As early as 1985, the Olympic 
region hosted the FIS Nordic World Ski Championships. For this major sports event, the Seefeld 
Casino Arena was specially converted and expanded. New features include the snow-making 
system, the functions building, the under-tunnelling system, cross-country ski run connec-
tions and the inclined elevator that takes the athletes to the ski jump. PRINOTH is the Official 
Supplier of the World Championship.

PRINOTH IS THERE
Seefeld relies on the leading manufacturer of snow groomers: PRINOTH. In Seefeld, top-class 
trails and slopes are guaranteed by the HUSKY and the BISON: easy to maneuver, compact 

and powerful. These are snow groomers that were developed for the grooming of demanding 
facilities such as snow parks, jumps and cross-country trails. Other Nordic centres such as 
Lillehammer, Kulm or Bergisel are also convinced of PRINOTH’s technology.

SKI JUMPS AND CROSS-COUNTRY SKI TRAILS: NO PROBLEM FOR PRINOTH
The grooming of a ski jump is special and not comparable to an ordinary slope, because in 
the alpine area there are hardly any slopes that are as steep as a jumping hill. Thanks to 
PRINOTH’s AUTOMATIC winch, hill ski jump grooming is no problem. 
In the early morning hours, the trails are prepared for competition with the HUSKY. Both 
the skating and the classic cross-country ski trails are prepared by PRINOTH. The PRINOTH 
Nordic Liner makes it possible to activate the track setting plates individually and draw the 
perfect trail. 

FANTASTIC CONDITIONS
Seefeld offers the ideal terrain for Nordic disciplines: The trail network takes the athletes 
through forests and past a dreamlike mountain scenery. This may be of little interest to 
athletes during the competition, but it is the icing on the cake for spectators on site and in 
front of TV screens worldwide. 
And when we imagine how the sun will shine over Seefeld and the perfect PRINOTH slopes 
and trails at the end of February featuring the world’s top athletes mastering the trails… we 
can hardly wait for the spectacle!

OFFICIAL SUPPLIER

PRINOTH OFFICIAL SUPPLIER OF THE

NORDIC WORLD CUP 
2019 IN SEEFELD 
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Achensee2018-Bilder: © 360 Perspektiven /// IMG-Bilder: © Walpoth/skiareatest

The Skiareatest team has been in business on the Alps for nearly a quarter-century and 
examines tourist destinations anonymously. Around 220 experienced members of various 
professional groups and nationalities test winter sport resorts to the limit in Austria, 
Bavaria, Switzerland, Italy, Slovenia and France. 

AND THE PERFECT PISTE IS PRINOTH...
PRINOTH stands for perfect pistes and thus it is our duty to take this “mission” to the rest 
of the world. We are especially proud that notably many of our customers were awarded 
the GOLDEN international piste seal of quality or even several times won the GOLD prize. 
Amongst others:

AXAMER LIZUM SKI PARADISE, AT (100% PRINOTH TERRITORY): 
“International piste seal of honour GOLD”

REITERALM SKI PISTES, AT (PRINOTH CROSSPARK): Designated, “International piste 
seal of honour four times GOLD” and “Experience and family ski resort 2018 Austria”

LENK SKI PISTES, CH (100% PRINOTH SKI PARK): Winner of SKIAREARATEST 2018 
with awards, “International piste seal of honour triple GOLD,” “International toboggan 
run seal of honour,” “Ski patrol leader and piste driver trophy,” and other designations 
in the areas of “Friendliness of staff,” and “Safety” 

Every year the Winter Awards and Seal for pistes and toboggan runs are given by 
Skiareatest. PRINOTH has been the official sponsor for 15 years.

SKIAREATEST EXAMINES SKI RESORTS CAREFULLY
The coveted trophies have been awarded 23 times up to now. The winners were celebrated in 
traditional style on the event ship MS Achensee within music festivities and a gala dinner. 
Ski resorts and destinations that stood out to a superior degree by their quality were awarded. 
The most varied categories were assessed, such as friendliness of the staff, safety, events, 
fun and action, and of course, the quality of the slopes. 

PRINOTH AND 
SKIAREATEST 
CELEBRATE THEIR 
15TH ANNIVERSARY!
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COOPERATION www.skiareatest.com 



Johannes is CEO of Ringsakerfjellet Drift and manages all the slopes in Sjusjøen, near 
the Olympic city of Lillehammer. Sjusjøen is known for the highest quality cross-country 
ski trails in the world and is the venue for numerous World Cup competitions in Nordic 
combined and biathlon. Last season more than 50,000 km of trails were groomed here 
- more than the entire circumference of the earth!

Every winter, Johannes spends more than 1,000 hours in his PRINOTH. So when he starts 
talking enthusiastically, he knows what he’s talking about.
 
Johannes is a loyal PRINOTH customer: not only snow groomers, but he also operates 
PRINOTH PANTHERs and PRINOTH mulchers.
 
“The innovative mentality for which Owren AS and PRINOTH are known was decisive in getting 
us to where we are today. Just as much as the cooperation between us and their ability to listen 
to what I am looking for and want as a customer,” says Johannes with great satisfaction. 
“PRINOTH responds to our requests with solutions that we have grown very fond of as end 
users and on which we can rely in daily use.”

Especially the NORDIC LINER, which has made an important contribution to the development 
of the brand which Sjusjøen has ultimately become. Johannes Haukåssveen and Owren started 
developing the track tiller, which is now sold worldwide on PRINOTH machines. The optimal 
interaction of the main tiller, track tiller and track setting plate ensures perfect compaction 
of the trail, which leaves nothing to be desired in terms of durability and quality. At the same 
time, the load of the main tiller can be eased, thus saving fuel, reducing emissions and 
increasing efficiency.

Reliability, safety and service are the features that convince Haukåssveen and he expressly 
quotes Johs Owrens (Managing Director of Owren AS): “YES, WE CAN DO IT!” 
 
For the coming season, Sjusjøen is setting new standards in cross-country skiing prepara-
tion with the LEITWOLF - this vehicle will be used in competitions such as the Birkebeiner 
Race. www.birken.no
Sjusjøen is best prepared as always and awaits its guests with perfectly groomed PRINOTH-style 
pistes. www.owren.no
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A STRONG PARTNERSHIP GOES TO 
WORK IN THE RUGGED NORTH: 

PRINOTH & OWREN AS



THE                 
COMMUNITY

THE BEST OPERATORS, THE BEST 
VEHICLES, THE BEST PARTNERS – 
OUR X-COMMUNITY IS THE GREATEST 
PARK PROFESSIONAL NETWORK 
IN THE WORLD AND WE ARE STILL 
GROWING…

Creativity, safety, quality and, of course, all 
sorts of fun – experienced professionals from 
the PRINOTH X-Community put into practice 
the requirements of the perfect snow park with 
their sound technical knowledge and assured 
instinct for the needs of athletes and recrea-
tional sports enthusiasts. 
The best on the international scene are sup-
ported by PRINOTH vehicles specially de-
signed for park construction - with an “X” 
for extra park features and perfect overall 
view, comfort and dynamics.

OUR PARTNERS:

F-TECH - SOUTHERN TYROL/ITALY 
YMM | QPARKS - AUSTRIA 
UNIQUE PARKS - AUSTRIA

DEVELOPMENT SNOWPARKS - NEW ZEALAND
SNOWPARK CONSULTING - SWEDEN
WHITE INDUSTRIES LTD - CANADA

SNOW OPERATING - USA
THE MOUNTAIN PROJECTS COMPANY - USA

FIS FREESTYLE SKIING & SNOWBOARD 
TODAY’S PARKS - CANADA

THE                 
COMMUNITY

COOPERATION
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COOPERATION

10 days, 5,000 snowboarders and the wonderful mountains of Rosa Khutor, near Sotchi: 
PRINOTH and a crew of professional shapers have already for the second time in a row 
designed an unbelievable park for the Quiksilver New Star Camp Spring Events. The gathering 
is the greatest Russian snow event and takes place annually in Rosa Khutor – the most recent 
edition took place March 30th to April 8th, 2018.

While preparing the event the organizers were confronted with several hindrances: an 
unexpected sand storm from the Sahara, extremely high temperatures and melting snow. 
All these were not exactly ideal conditions to bring into shape a park with 10 million cubic 

metres of snow. The expertise of the park designers and the dependable PRINOTH 
technology nevertheless provided an impressive result: with 30 Jib-Stunts, 6 Kickers 
and a Big Air Jump, the event not only fulfilled the high expectations, but also broke all 
records! In spite of the difficult weather conditions, this 9th edition of the Quiksilver New 
Star Camp was bigger, more breath-taking, and more impressive than in the previous years.

No wonder that the construction of this largest and finest snow park in any region of Russia 
was followed with great attention. The action-packed program of the Quiksilver Camp took 
off with its 10-day duration featuring ambitious competitions. Doing so, it has set itself 
apart from other events of this type in Russia.

THRILLING COMPETITIONS AND COOL PARTIES
What then were the most spectacular disciplines? For example, the MegaFon Speedtest Race: 
a mighty Big Air Jump or the “Red Bull Roll the Dice”: Before jumping over the half-pipe 
each participant released, by means of a giant dice, which trick he would display. Further 
competitions included, “Make Waves, Move Mountains”, the finale of the Toyota Roadshow 
Contest, a gripping FMX Show or the DC Shred Games Contest of Nokia. Naturally, the music 
was omnipresent; giant parties were held in the technically super-equipped and roomy Sky 
Club featuring daily DJ sets by German DJ Eskei83, Hip-Hop legend Afu-Ra and American 
star DJ Z-TRIP.

PRINOTH MOVES 10 MIO m3 OF SNOW

NU PAGADI PRINOTH! 
PRINOTH SNOW GROOMING 
VEHICLES CONVERTED THE GIANT PARK 
IN THE QUIKSILVER [SIC] 
NEW STAR CAMP IN RUSSIA
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According to himself, Bene Mayr is the Chuck Norris of Freeskiers. No wonder that Red 
Bull turned to the Munich native athlete for a breath-taking challenge: The many times 
award-winning Freestyle skier would jump over 12 “gaps” in a Road Gap Session. 
In the search for the best location for this challenge, the representative agency The Distillery, 
from Innsbruck, struck gold on the Stelvio Pass. 

IT IS A BREATH-TAKING BACKDROP, BUT THE 
HARSHNESS OF THE MOUNTAIN DEMANDED 

EVERYTHING THE ORGANISATION COULD GIVE

A difficult terrain - steep, high inclines, the greatest demands not only on the athletes, 
but also on the snow material, logistics and the workers involved. For such a demanding 
course, you need top park builders: F-TECH planned the routes over the road of the Stelvio 
Pass. Then, the internationally acclaimed PRINOTH operators implemented the plan. Bene 
Mayr and his colleague Markus Eder were on site as the building continued. Mountain rescue 
teams, road construction workers and park workers also tagged along.

THE PROFESSIONALS MEET 
PRINOTH’s BISON X - the park vehicle for the toughest demands in extreme conditions - worked 
the course into perfect shape. From April 16th to May 12th there were approx. 20 people 
continuously at work - April 28th was a great day: the Road Gap Session was riden for the 
first time! Not “only” 12 gaps were created; in all there were 18 (!), all built by F-TECH and 
PRINOTH on the Pass! Stage clear for 
Bene Mayr and Markus Eder!

www.redbull.com/ch-de/athlete/benedikt-mayr
www.distillery.cc

www.f-tech.bz 

RED BULL & 
PRINOTH 
ROAD GAP SESSION ON 
THE STELVIO PASS

FREESTYLE VOCABULARY
ROAD GAP SESSION: 
The “Freestyle-Athlete” (skis or snowboard) manages several ski jumps 
which lead over a road. Thus the road itself forms the “Gap”. 

STEP DOWN ROAD GAP: 
In the Step Down variant of the Gap Session a considerable difference 
in height has to be overcome.

RAIL: 
A requisite in the Slide, sliding with skies or board over an object, 
e.g. a pipe, terrain or a rail.

COOPERATION
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www.f-tech.bz

F-TECH Snowparks of South Tyrol stands for park design at its best. How does a perfect snow 
park with spectacular features and yet safe landings develop?

FROM SKETCH TO REALISATION
It all starts with a digital summer terrain model. From the data thus gained, and with the aid 
of 3D CAD software, several digital area models are produced, which specify the necessary 
basic shaping of the terrain. With this information in hand, experts from F-TECH design every 
detail of the snowpark, considering all aspects of safety, standards and specific topographical 
conditions. Data such as anchor points, shafts, slope edges, lift towers etc. are also integrated 

SNOWPARK CONSTRUCTION 4.0

F-TECH SHOWS YOU 
HOW TO DO IT
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COOPERATION

into the model as required. The digital models are uploaded by Trigonos into the iCON Alpine 
System of each snow grooming vehicle that is available in the snowpark for assembly and daily 
maintenance. The driver has the various stages of the work clearly displayed on the Leica 
Display.

COOPERATION FOR THE PERFECT SNOWPARK
The digital 3D models together with the Leica iCON Alpine on the snow grooming vehicle 
reliably show the rapid development of the snowpark and its optimal maintenance and thus 
increase safety, quality and profitability. They guarantee the greatest efficiency in handling 
snow and resources. 

ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE:
+ Conservation of resources 
+ Increase in quality and safety of the snowpark through precision in assembly and 
 daily maintenance
+ Increased efficiency and cost reduction through precise planning and exact data 

30%COST SAVINGS
FROM UP TO



Only the best is just good enough for slopes! Therefore, the PRINOTH track 
range is the obvious choice in all conditions, delivering uncompromising 
performance. It is for this reason that PRINOTH’s product range is considered 
to be the most comprehensive and technologically advanced in the entire 
industry. 

What counts is the perfect slope! Therefore, all research and development 
work at PRINOTH has always been aimed at achieving this goal. For this reason, 
PRINOTH also sets the highest standards for its track product range. For an 
optimal connection between the snow groomer and the various snow conditions, 
high-quality tracks are a must. 

PRINOTH TRACKS ARE CHARACTERISED BY:

VERSATILITY
+ Open and closed crosslink profile, crosslink shape and composition 
 (steel, aluminum, all-season track)

CLIMBING ABILITY & TURNING ABILITY
+ Optimized crosslink profiles, additional ice picks, ideal ratio between 
 track width and track length

DURABILITY
+ Special selection of materials, special production process of the belts, 
 optimal adjustment to the respective vehicles

SERVICEABILITY
+ Overlap locks, easy assembly and disassembly, accessibility to 
 screwing points

TRACKS FROM PRINOTH

MAXIMUM 
TRACTION ON 
ALL SLOPES
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TRACKS
HIGHLIGHTS: 
STEEL TRACK: 
High-strength steel crosslinks for the toughest operating conditions 

ALUMINIUM TRACK: 
Lightness paired with perfect climbing and turning characteristics

GAMSKETTE: 
The all-rounder in every snow condition

YEAR-ROUND TRACK: 
Ground-conserving track for usage of the snow groomer 
any time of the year



PRINOTH X CAMP 
@ 

STELVIO GLACIER
22nd SEPTEMBER – 12th OCTOBER 2018

TO BE CONTINUED…

xcamp@prinoth.com
www.prinoth.com/Xcamp Follow us on:

X-CAMP
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FLEET MANAGEMENT
Monitor all vehicles.

SNOW DEPTH MEASUREMENT
Snow management from PRINOTH & Leica Geosystems.

SNOWMAKING EQUIPMENT
Control software for fully automatic snowmaking systems.

SNOWHOW

EVERYTHING 
AT A GLANCE



SNOW HOW
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The SNOW-HOW software from PRINOTH, together with intelligent fleet management 
and an innovative snow measuring system, creates a quality advantage that brings 
slope management to the highest peak of modern requirements.

The new dimension in snow grooming and snow management is based on the highest quality 
of centralized data on accurate positioning and snow inventory. Real time tracking and 
measurement of snow depth with Leica Geosystems makes possible optimal coordination in 
slope management. 

PRINOTH SNOW MEASUREMENT – LEICA GEOSYSTEMS
In co-operation with Leica Geosystems, PRINOTH offers the most precise snow depth 
measuring system in the world. The company works closely with its customers in develop-
ment and improvement of the program resulting in a cutting-edge technology that does 
not only deliver precise and comprehensive data to increase productivity, but is also 
simple and intuitive in operation.

Ski resort management, Oberstdorf Kleinwalsertal Bergbahnen, Germany
Because the Leica snow depth measurement system is an independent supplier, a maximum 
of vehicle data can be generated regardless of the manufacturer. The strengths of the 
Leica Geosystem snow depth measuring system are mainly in the driver information in the 
vehicle during operation. Our first impression is very positive. Our drivers are also very 
impressed by the use of the snow depth measurement system. We are convinced that we 
have taken a real step towards the future of slope preparation.

Paul Maitland, Ski Resort Manager Stratton Mountain Resort, Vermont, USA
I am impressed with the accuracy of the PRINOTH snow measurement system - we use it 
daily in our area. With the cost savings, in particular with the snow production, we can 
register significant improvements. Especially after weather breaks, we can now better see 
where weak points are and use our resources accurately and efficiently. That saves us time, 
money and energy. 

PRINOTH 
SNOW HOW
A REAL POWERHOUSE OF 
VISIONARY TECHNOLOGY

»

»



PRINOTH FLEET MANAGEMENT
Using PRINOTH’s FLEET MANAGEMENT system as a top-of-the-line control center, testing by 
ski area drivers from many countries during the development phase as well as cooperation 
with the best of our technology partners was conclusive. The information directly displayed 
on the screen, and digitally transmitted, in relation to the movement of the snow, efficiency 
of the vehicle route, fuel consumption, breaks and much more allows a reduction in costs 
that can go up to 12% and a productivity increase of 15%.

RESULT: PRINOTH’s pioneering SNOW HOW software impresses and satisfies where it really 
matters: in the daily work done on the slopes, no matter what the conditions.

Marco Bernard, Ski Resort Manager, Bromont, Canada
Here in Bromont we chose SNOW HOW because it’s easy to use, it gives us exactly the 
information we need to advise our drivers. Therefore, they can for example, reduce the 
fuel consumption. Added to this is the helpful information provided by the Leica system; 
the snow depth that can be included in the mountain view on the screen. And then, the 
real-time mode, which gives us the opportunity to see exactly where our vehicles are 
working. What more do you want?

Rudolf Egarter, Technical Director at Drei Zinnen AG, Innichen, Italy
We have been looking for something like this for a long time. That will be our future. A 
system easy to use, easy to understand, helpful at work, accurate in use and strong in 
data collection and statistics. Here, PRINOTH again shows its visionary customer-oriented 
solutions, which will be necessary for a positive development of the future ski destinations.

SNOW HOW AND SNOWVISUAL
1 PLATFORM - INTELLIGENT INTERFACE FOR SNOW-MAKING MANAGEMENT
It gets better and better: DEMACLENKO and PRINOTH use their synergies and combine their high 
tech competence! Snowvisual, the DEMACLENKO software for snowmaking management, can be 

connected quite simply to SNOW HOW. Thus, the entire snowmaking facility can, in addition, 
be optimally monitored and controlled. Moreover, this is not only from a stationary computer, 
but also via a smartphone or tablet. Snowvisual supplies an important overview of the current 
parameters such as water temperature, water pressure in the snowmaking machine, and water 
and current consumption of the pump station.

David Piqué, Slope Preparation Manager in SAETDE GrandValira, Andorra, France
This program is still very new to us and has only been in place since the beginning of the 
season, but my first impression is very positive! It is easy to understand and easy to use, 
it allows us to gather a lot of information about the overview of the vehicle fleet, but also 
for the management and optimization of the snow resource.

THE ESPECIAL BONUS: THE SOFTWARE FUNCTIONS INDEPENDENTLY OF THE MANUFACTURER
The open platforms provide the opportunity to connect snow making machines and snow 
grooming vehicles by third-party providers. Therefore, as an example, snowmobiles can be 
retrofitted with a tracking system. The software is determined individually according to 
the needs of individual customers and thus makes it an important instrument for optimal 
operation. You can adjust equipment with SNOW HOW and SNOWVISUAL to exactly your own 
individual requirements - either as a complete packet or as single software solution. 

Leslie Jaffe, Fleet Coordination, Aspen Skiing Company, Colorado, USA
The real-time tracking of snow groomers is a very useful tool! The quick response and 
enhancement of software enhancement suggestions is impressive, making this program 
even more valuable and user-friendly. I appreciate the attention of your team and your 
helpful after-sales service.

With the cooperation of our two strong brands, snowmaking, slope and fleet management can 
be brought to a new level. Customers can now profit from the expertise of the two companies, 
which softens the transition to digitalisation, ensuring optimal efficiency of ski resorts.

»

»

» »

SNOW HOW
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CAR

SNOWMOBILE

SNOWMAKING SYSTEM
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“Industry 4.0” is truly exciting in Italy and Austria - because here, PRINOTH customers 
can truly save money! 

ITALY
This applies particularly to capital assets, whose running is controlled by a computer assisted or 
administered system such as PRINOTH SNOW HOW. Via corresponding sensors and drive systems 
one can make tax reductions with specific, legally determined technological requirements up to 
250%. PRINOTH snow groomers equipped with the Leica iCON alpine snow measuring system, 

INDUSTRY 4.0 
SAVE MONEY WITH 
SNOW HOW!

the TTC control platform and SNOW HOW fall under this definition and can therefore profit 
from the tax advantages.

AUSTRIA 
The region of Tyrol has also recently supported the use of digital technologies with financial 
resources. The goal rests above all in supporting Tyrolean companies in the introduction of 
the most modern digital technologies including training courses for employees.

SPECIFICALLY THE PROMOTION OF PRINOTH TECHNOLOGY LOOKS LIKE THIS:
+ MOUNTAIN CONSULTING: Establishment of a digitizing concept will be supported by the  
 region of Tyrol at a maximum budget of 100,000 Euros with up to 50% in grants.
+ SNOW DEPTH MEASUREMENT + FLEET MANAGEMENT: Investment in digital solutions will  
 be supported up to 20% at a maximum investment sum of 200,000 Euros. 
+ SNOW OPERATING: Optimal handling and use of the new tools will be likewise supported.  
 A maximum of 7 education and training days will be supported up to 500 Euros per day.  
 Internal costs for further training will be supported by a share of up to 50%.

 
PRINOTH SNOW HOW makes slope preparation clearly more precise and efficient, which brings 
indisputable advantages in operating ski resorts and is therefore a unique opportunity, 
which you should not miss...

SNOW HOW

SNOW GROOMER

TRUCK



MOUNTAIN CONSULTING 
ADVICE FOR SKI RESORTS
+ Alongside ski resort personnel, we analyse the potential for optimizing 
 daily work with the snow grooming vehicle

SNOW HOW PROGRAM 

FLEET MANAGEMENT AND SNOW MEASUREMENT
+ Training for operators
+ Advice in analysis and evaluation of data 

OPERATOR TRAINING
WINTER 
+ Theory and practice at the ski resort 
 with the customer’s vehicles
+ For beginners and experienced 
 drivers and with changes of vehicle

PRINOTH TRAINING PROGRAM

SUMMER
+ Theory and practice on the Stelvio  
 Pass on PRINOTH vehicles
+ For everyone, from beginner to   
 professional

Years of experience in the mountains, well-founded technical expertise as well as the pleasure 
of passing on this knowledge, this is the PRINOTH training team. The instructors, who are 
experienced worldwide in the most contrasted ski resorts, with the most varied requirements 
and terrains, possess valuable insider knowledge in slope preparation and park construction. 
They convey and demonstrate the variety of snow grooming vehicles by PRINOTH and their 
functions in the most diverse snow conditions. In the process, the training is harmonized 
specifically with customer needs.

REQUESTS AND INFO AT:  
www.prinoth.com/en/snow-groomers/training/consulting-for-ski-resorts

EUROPE: Training.EU@prinoth.com | Tel. +39 0472 722 675
NORTH AMERICA: Training.NA@prinoth.com | Tel. +1 450 776 3633

FURTHER TRAINING WITH 
THE PROFESSIONALS
OPTIMAL QUALIFICATION THROUGH 
CONCENTRATED COMPETENCE

TRAINING
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AN ESTABLISHED CULINARY CONCEPT - FOR YOUNG AND OLD ALIKE:

SNOWLICIOUS Lego.
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PRINOTH SNOWLICIOUS: 

HIGHEST LEVEL OF 
TECHNOLOGY, DESIGN 
AND CUISINE
The paradise bird in our fleet of powerful high-tech snow grooming vehicles is the PRINOTH 
food truck SNOWLICIOUS: a snow grooming vehicle with a built-in professional kitchen. 

The PRINOTH food truck concept has proven itself not only in prize winning ski resorts 
around the world but also at festivals, fairs and in urban spaces where it has become a 
magnetic eye-catcher.
 
HERE IS A SHORT OVERVIEW OF ITS LATEST APPEARANCES: 

NATIONAL HOLIDAY OF THE AUSTRIAN EMBASSY IN BERN
At the festivities on October 26th, SNOWLICIOUS provided culinary delights and at 
the same time, some surprises. As an extra for the particular occasion, the food truck 
was conveyed to the inner courtyard of the Austrian Embassy in Bern and impressed 
Ambassador Dr. Ursula Plassnik and her guests.

ART AND CUISINE IN ST. ANTON AM ARLBERG
At the “Cuisine and Art” Festival in St. Anton am Arlberg, which attracts, along with 
the finest chefs in Europe, stars like Gerard Depardieu, the creative catering concept 
captivated visitors. Jörn Hanitzsch created an atmospheric sound and light performance: 
a horde of penguins surrounded the PRINOTH food truck. PRINOTH SNOWLICIOUS provided 
for the culinary as an art!

VINTAGE CAR RALLY AT VOLDERS
At the Vintage Car Rally in Volders, Tyrol, the SNOWLICIOUS provided the hungry car fans 
with tasty snacks. Given the fact that PRINOTH snow groomers are market leaders in point 
of design, the organisers could have chosen no more suitable catering. 

VIENNA FASHION NIGHT
Vienna’s VIPs were quite amazed as they discovered the PRINOTH vehicle in between 
Chanel, Louis Vuitton and Cartier. PRINOTH was the official sponsor of the Fashion Night 
and our Presidents, Anton Seeber and Werner Amort were surrounded throughout the 
evening by many stars, starlets and top models, who also wanted to enjoy a Veneziano 
from the probably most creative bar in Vienna.

SNOWLICIOUS



1

2

3

WORKING SURFACE
SINK

DISHWASHER
PANTRY

REFRIGERATOR
OPTION: MICROWAVE

WORKSPACE
FOR THE CHEF

SNOWLICIOUS is an absolute eye-catcher not only for ski races and on the piste, but also for 
urban events or summer festivals. If you want to make a splash, not just fiddle about, you 
can of course arrange your food truck with everything you want, with your own requested 
design and premium equipment. This premium package guarantees wide open eyes and 
awestruck amazement of customers and their partners:

+ Your chosen configuration in the kitchen with professional tools: 
 Pizza oven, induction cooker, grill, fryer and microwave
+ professional sound system - roof-mounted structure for DJs
+ Automatically collapsible stairs and podium 
+ automatic roof opening and closing
+ Additional generator for independent energy supply 
+ Your own style of food truck wrapping according to customer wishes 

But SNOWLICIOUS could not be styled as a PRINOTH product if it did not provide the perfect 
solution to the customer’s every wish. If you don’t want a 5-course menu in your food truck, but 
would prefer just to offer an Aperol spritz bar and a few simple snacks, then the SNOWLICIOUS 
Light Variant could be a thrilling option for you. Here are the details at a glance:

+ Professional kitchen with grill (gas) and hob (gas)
+ Stairs and podium manually collapsible
+ Power supply via a battery
+ Auxiliary heating (gas)
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Are you not yet quite certain what you need? You can also rent the SNOWLICIOUS - for 
single events as well as for an entire season. Have you other ideas and requests? Then please 
get in touch with us:
snowlicious@prinoth.com | Tel. +39 0472 72 26 22

HUNGRY? 
THEN YOUR EVENT NEEDS A UNIQUE 
FOOD TRUCK HIGHLIGHT

SNOWLICIOUS

CONFIGURATION SECTOR

CONFIGURATION SECTOR

CONFIGURATION SECTOR



AFTER SALES NETWORK

COMPETENT AND ALWAYS AVAILABLE

To ensure that your snow groomers are 100% 
operational in winter, we offer fast and reliable service.



THE PRINOTH PARTS SHOP

QUICKER AND SIMPLER TO FIND THE SUITABLE 
ORIGINAL PART.
Via our interactive catalog you will find with a few clicks 
a suitable spare part for your machine at the PRINOTH 
Parts Shop. The cost of spare parts orders can therefore 
be significantly reduced. 
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PRINOTH AFTER 
SALES NETWORK

EACH PRINOTH IS AN ORIGINAL AND THE MOUNTAIN’S 
HEART BEATS IN EACH ONE - THE PRINOTH AFTER SALES 

TEAM TAKES CARE OF THE WELL-BEING OF YOUR VEHICLE. 

We are there for our customers. With complete commitment and the best possible availability 
of PRINOTH original replacement parts in all markets. 

ALL-ROUND PROVISION WITH OUR SPECIALISTS
Vehicles which are correctly maintained and can be quickly repaired are essential for efficient 
and economical use. We offer you rapid and reliable service - year round - for maximum service 

life and reliability of your vehicle. PRINOTH supports you in the best possible preparation:

+ Inspection of your vehicles 
+ Provision and technical support in all work on the vehicles
+ Stocking of the most important service and replacement parts and necessary 
 specialist tools
+ Training for drivers and technicians - PRINOTH Trainings
+ PRINOTH original replacement parts ensure safety, fitting precision and perfect operation

CERTIFIED PARTNERS WORLDWIDE
With a worldwide network of service providers, we are always to be found where we are needed. 
You will receive technical support rapidly and efficiently by certified partners on site.  

Get in touch with us! 
You will find all AFTER SALES NETWORK Partners on our website.

NEW! 

» «



www.parts.prinoth.com 

THE NEW 
PRINOTH 
PARTS SHOP

AFTER SALES
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PRINOTH launches its completely new online parts platform after 
months of planning and working closely with customers to offer quick 
and easy ordering options worldwide online.

THE PLATFORM FEATURES 
+ easy-to-navigate menus, 
+ 3D component diagrams, 
+ illustration zoom-in/out capacity, 
+ detailed listings and 
+ always the latest parts detailing 

So customers have the most recent informations on hand. The order 
processing remains in the caring hands of the respective AFTER SALES 
customer service representative - shopping at PRINOTH is digital yet 
personal.

“We are confident customers will appreciate this way of working. This 
technology exists also in other industries and it was PRINOTH’s duty to 
implement it also in order for customers to benefit from an easy way of 
ordering parts.” says Horst Haller, PRINOTH Management.



AFTER SALES

Brilliant sunshine and high-powered snow grooming vehicles awaited the 27 participants at 
the PRINOTH Training in Harbin, China. 
Harbin is the capital of Heilongjiang, China’s most northerly province. Next to the ski resort, 
Sun Island Park attracts many visitors, famous for its ice sculptures, which may be visited 
year round. 
Our customers, snow grooming vehicle drivers from the region, were however, much more 
interested in the capabilities of the PRINOTH snow grooming vehicles and gathered for 
customer training in Harbin on March 15th.

In a theoretical session, the participants were taught tricks and innovations around their 
PRINOTH vehicle. Maintenance tips and useful remarks on service fell on interested ears, and 
at a joint lunch, further technical details and insider knowledge were exchanged.

OFF TO THE SLOPES!
The second day was truly thrilling: Everyone ascended to the training area on the LEITNER 
chairlift. There, the PRINOTH training vehicles stood ready and were extensively inspected 
as a first step. It finally became clear that the Chinese drivers could hardly wait to take over 
the wheel themselves, and therefore our tutors cut their detailed explanations short and 
went rapidly into practice mode. 
Not only were the basic functions tested, blade and tiller, but a small halfpipe was built. 
The drivers were impressed by the power and precision of the PRINOTH technology, which 
transformed even the heaviest, wettest snow into a perfectly prepared slope. 

TO BE CONTINUED
At the end of the training, faces shone, and there was a portrait photo for each person in 
their PRINOTH vehicle and a general “thumbs up” for PRINOTH!
The positive response and the many further questions called for a follow-up: in August our 
service representatives were on site for further theoretical training. 

HARBIN UNIVERSITY, CHINA:

PRINOTH IN THEORY 
AND PRACTICE
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PRINOTH relies only on the best quality in winch technology: the long-standing Austrian 
company Teufelberger supplies robust and reliable cables for the AUTOMATIC winches. Yet 
this high-quality technical product, robust though it may be, must not be handled unprofes-
sionally, if it is to prove its efficiency over a long period.

When in flawless technical condition, the AUTOMATIC winch offers the best conditions 
for long life. Thus, it is necessary to carry out regular maintenance work at the specified 
time intervals.

PRINOTH AFTER SALES NETWORK 

CARE TIPS FOR 
YOUR WINCH CABLE

BELOW ARE A FEW CARE TIPS:

HANDLING
+ Avoid rubbing, deflection or anchoring to hard and sharp-edged obstacles such 
 as lumps of rock, steel, etc. 
+ No jerky loads
+ Do not perform cutting work or welding close to the cable
+ No contact with acids or similar aggressive substances
+ Correct attachment to anchor point

MAINTENANCE
+ Use only a low volatilizing cleaning material
+ Regular monitoring of the cable and timely reversal increases service life
+ Regular monitoring of the guide rollers with regard to groove radius and ease of operation
+ Store coiled on a drum when not in use to avoid any damage
+ Remove at the end of the season, shorten by 3-4 m and re-coil on the drum
+ Only specialist staff should carry out replacement of the cable

AFTER SALES

You will find further information, tips and tricks in your 
vehicle’s training documents and in the Teufelberger 
Company’s supplement that you received with your 
winch. In addition, PRINOTH continually offers techni-
cal courses. For further information, see: 
www.prinoth.com! 



ALWAYS 
ON THE 

MOVE ...

ALWAYS 
ON THE 

MOVE ...
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This year 30th annual COMNAP meeting was held in the glorious surroundings 
of Garmisch-Partenkirchen from the 10th-14th June. PRINOTH once again 
grasped the opportunity to exhibit one of its most recently developed 
vehicles, the specially designed, PRINOTH Antarctic.

Every year research institutes meet from around the world. A strange sight, for a 
piste groomer, sled and container to be seen in the centre of a city in June, but 
the attention that they drew was impressive. 
Together with the company AQ, a vehicle has been developed that is tailor de-
signed for use on the Antarctic continent or in any environment, which calls 
for extreme cold readiness, high levels of safety and reliability.

Reliability, simple operation, low service costs and requirements, lots of easy 
to reach storage, comfortable and spacy cabin, large loading platform, designed 
for temperatures as low as -50°C and low fuel consumption, are just some of the 
multitude of highlights of the vehicle.
Existing PRINOTH customers value the performance of the many vehicles already 
running on Antarctica, the new PRINOTH Antarctic builds on this experience 
and expertise and is sure to become a success in future years. 

ANTARCTIC ARGUMENTS:

+ Reliability
+ simple operation
+ low service costs and requirements
+ lots of easy to reach storage, comfortable and spacy cabin
+ large loading platform, 
+ designed for temperatures as low as -50°C 
+ low fuel consumption

The response to the vehicle was consistently positive. The ANTARCTIC 
is available in three configurations, Base/ Explorer and Traverse but 
it is the ability to practically tailor-build the vehicle exactly right for 
the operation, yet having the ability to retrofit almost any option at 
a later date that really caught the attention of many.

ANTARCTIC

A VEHICLE BUILT…
…TO SERVE THE CUSTOMER

TO PERFORM
» «

BREAKING 
THE ICE
PRINOTH ANTARCTIC



SECOND HAND MULCHERS & TRACKED VEHICLES

PRINOTH offers a fleet of used equipment that are 
fully functional to meet all your needs.



AGRIPOWER
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PURPOSE: RELIEF FROM POISONOUS HOGWEED IN UNSTRUTTAL 
[A MUNICIPALITY IN THE UNSTRUT-HAINICH DISTRICT OF THURINGIA]
The State of Thuringia in Germany is designated as “the green heart of Germany,” thanks to 
its natural charm. The beautiful landscape is currently threatened by a perennial shrub which 
has spread further and further in recent decades: giant hogweeds. Not only does this plant 
oust native species, but it is also very poisonous and, if touched, can result in itching and 
even burning blisters on both humans and animals. This invasive and dominant type of shrub 
must be removed, including the root, in order to permanently stop its growth.

THE VEHICLE FOR THE JOB: PRINOTH AGRIPOWER
For years the region authorities have been looking for a practical solution to stop the spread 
of hogweeds. The community between Ammern and Reiser (villages in Unstruttal) now has 
its answer: they need a vehicle from PRINOTH’s AGRIPOWER solutions! 
AGRIPOWER, a LEITWOLF combined to a tracked vehicle (www.maisraupe.de), is the ideal 
tool for this job. With 450 HP and built-in M450, it rips the hogweed plants with no mercy. 
AGRIPOWER is manoeuvrable, has great climbing ability and on riverbanks, where the plant 
is found in large quantities, its stability allows it to tear out the hogweed with no danger. 
This is because the tracks exert very light pressure on the ground.  

HEAD OF OPERATIONS: MATTHIAS TASCH
Matthias Tasch has already been building on PRINOTH quality since the foundation of his 
company, S.W.A.T., in 2016.  S.W.A.T. stands for Thrust, Rollers, Agrarian and Transport in 
the German language. The company began with the revolutionary insertion of PRINOTH 
AGRIPOWER in a silo.  
The great ease of work and the unique compaction performance of the AGRIPOWER were 
the reasons for Matthias to extend his repertoire to shredders and mulchers using the 
PRINOTH technology (www.swat-einsatz.de). 
PRINOTH AGRIPOWER satisfied the community and nature conservancy agents, since it tackled 
the problem literally at its root without endangering nature for the future, as would have 
been the case had chemicals been used. 

PRINOTH IN THE GREEN 
HEART OF GERMANY

AGRIPOWER AGAINST 
WILDLY SPRAWLING 
PLANTS



USED VEHICLES WITH THE PRINOTH WARRANTY

Open around 24/7. Are you looking for a used 
PRINOTH snow groomer and want to find out about 

our current offers? You will find a wide selection 
on our online portal www.prinoth.com/used.





GMJ Equipment of Melbourne, Australia is a manufacturer of mobile elevating 
work platforms as well as a PRINOTH dealer for power electric customers of that 

region. To offer their customers their heavy duty LL18.650 insulated boom on 
tracks, GMJ turned to PRINOTH for our tracked vehicles expertise. 

Our capacity to customize also appealed to them as they, of course, had to 
cater to Australia’s standards. Different adaptations were needed to costumize 
the standard PANTHER T8, single-cab. First, because Australia’s road regula-
tions authorize maximum 2.5 meters wide for transportation, the cab had to 
be moved towards the middle of the unit. This also meant reducing the calling 
area for the boom to sit when stored or travelling. The other change was that 
the security system on a T8 usually runs on a 12 volt system while in Australia, 
heavy equipment runs on 24 volts. But, no problem, PRINOTH’s Applications 
Engineers were easily able to fix this problem: they added an alternator and 
positioned it where the air conditioning unit usually sits. A simple solution that 
will go a long way! 
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SIMPLE YET 
SMART 
SOLUTIONS 

TRACKED VEHICLES



BUILT-IN VERSATILITY AND A CUSTOMIZABLE DESIGN 

Our Truck-style chassis eases all implement installations 
and we provide full development support through our 

engineering team to offer turnkey solutions.



TRACKED VEHICLES
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Pipeline Machinery (PLM) has been a customer for a long time! We recently did a story 
on the long lasting relationship between the two companies. What we didn’t tell you is 
that every single unit PLM buys from us is a custom project! 

Over the years, we’ve done every single model in our line-up from T6 to T16 as a custom 
PLM project as some point or other. PANTHER T8s and T12s were transformed into welding 
units with canopies, into knuckle booms and for T12s, even as straight booms to handle 
welding shacks on pipeline jobs. T6s, T14Rs and T16s either as dumpers or flat decks are 
used by PLM for matts laying in order to prepare construction sites. As a « standard custom 
job », PRINOTH prepares every single PLM unit with a custom color, that goldish CAT yellow 
everyone recognizes, we install the PLM fleet management system, seat covers, front brush 
guards, stickers and we even do their SOS sample. What’ s more is we’re thrilled to serve them! 

If you have custom projects, new or recurring, PRINOTH can develop full turnkey solutions 
to suit your needs. 

OUR ENTIRE 
LINE-UP… FULLY 

CUSTOMIZED! 



life when he bought himself a 3D printer. For his first project, he wanted to test the limits 
of the machine. He printed a 1:10 scaled PANTHER T14R. With his experience of 3D design, 
he simplified the vehicle design to remove all unnecessary details. After about 500 printing 
hours and 20 hours assembling the piece, he finally got the result he wanted. The minia-
ture vehicle looks just like the real one! So much so that the piece has been on display in 
his office ever since!

Keena also printed and assembled a tiller, again scaled 1:10. It took him roughly the same 
time for printing and assembling the tiller has it had the whole PANTHER. That goes to 
show how intricate tillers are designed. 

Overall, Keena’s passion for PRINOTH allowed him to realise some pretty cool stuff which 
we’re proud to show! 

If you ask PRINOTH employees if they like working for PRINOTH, they will answer that 
there is no better business to work for. Granby subsidiary employee, Keena Fleury, 
even took it to another level. He mixed his personal interests with his passion for his 
work to build a miniature PANTHER T14R with a 3D printer!

The 3D designer has been working for PRINOTH for 13 years. He has always been passionate 
about his job and the vehicles he designs. He decided to take this passion to his personal 

TRACKED VEHICLES

PRINOTH: NOT 
ONLY A JOB, 
ALSO A PASSION
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IMPROVE YOUR TURNAROUND TIME 
WITH THE PANTHER T14R ROTATING DUMPER



PANTHER VEHICLES STAND OUT ON EVERY WORK SITE. 
WHEN IT COMES TO OFF-ROAD JOBS, THE PANTHER SERIES 
IS SURELY THE MOST PRODUCTIVE… EVEN WHEN IT 
HAS ITS TWO TRACKS IN THE SAND!

Beaches in Florida are usually really attractive. However, after multiple hurri-
canes hit Florida’s East Coast these past years, their beaches suffered and lost a 

lot of their charm due to powerful winds which made the sand fly away. Following 
these events, the Florida State Government decided to restore all of Florida’s 
East Coast beaches.

This 23-million dollar project involves around 30 trucks that bring sand to the coast. 
Then, tracked vehicles are needed to deliver “new” sand to the beaches to minimize 
ground pressure. This is why Florida State Government consulted PRINOTH’s dealer, 
Multi Machine, and decided to use six PANTHER T14Rs. These vehicles were chosen 
over other brands for their low ground pressure, but also for their high speed 
and incredible payload, as well as their exceptional reliability. 

The vehicles have been working on the site for 5 months and the project is far 
from done. Florida State is thinking of adding two T14Rs on site to increase 
productivity even more!

BEACH RESTORATION 
IN FLORIDA

TRACKED VEHICLES
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KETTENNUTZFAHRZEUGE
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This also meant using a different alternator for lighting and communication equipment, 
which require more amperage. Last but not least, a slope detector buzzer was readjusted 
to a lower slope grade.  

California wild fires are fierce! California weather can also be pretty hectic! Really hot summers 
for sure, but sometimes also, really cold winters. Cold enough to sometimes get 4-5 inches 
of snow. When this happens, emergency units, whether fire trucks or ambulances, can’t reach 
disaster zones and need to turn to tracked vehicles to do the job. 

CUSTOMIZED PRINOTH TROOPER STAY COOL WHEN IT GETS HOT 
The San Bernardino Fire Department recently ordered 2 new TROOPERS as off-road ambu-
lances. These units needed to be equipped with certain features not normally offered on a 
TROOPER. They first needed to be painted red and outfitted with many high visibility stickers 
to be highly distinct even from afar. Then, seats had to be inclinable but also retractable 
to make room for stretchers. A new communication system was added to allow occupants 
from the front and back cabs to communicate with each other during emergency situations. 

RESCUING IN 
CALIFORNIA! 



© Randy Jones

IN NORTH AMERICA, KIDS TRAVEL TO SCHOOL IN 
A SCHOOL BUS. TYPICALLY, THESE BUSES ARE YELLOW 
AND RIDE ON REGULAR ROADS.

However, Mutton-Bay, located in remote rural Quebec in Basse-Côte-Nord region, 
had a challenge to move their little ones safely! This small village has 200 residents, 

including 12 elementary and high school students. These children have to 
go to school in a neighboring village, La Tabatière, located 10 km away from 
Mutton-Bay, but there are no roads in winter in that area! They have so much 
snow during winter that it is not removed from the only road that links these 
two villages because it would be too expensive. Parents used to have to drive 
their children to school with their personal snowmobiles.

PRINOTH SCHOOL TROOPER
But now, the schools have the perfect solution; they rent a TROOPER with a rear 
passenger cabin, boarding 10 people at the same time, to safely transport kids 
to school. The TROOPER was adapted to be the safest possible; steps were built 
to ease access to the cabin and a phone system was added in both front and rear 
cabin so driver and passengers can talk to each other. Another off-road problem 
solved with a PRINOTH solution!
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MAGIC 
SCHOOL BUS

TRACKED VEHICLES



WE MEAN BUSINESS, 
SO DO OUR TRACKED VEHICLES!



with you to prepare the machine to be customized. This might mean that the 
hydraulics will be set a certain way or that we add a platform for example, but 
know that we want to make things simple and easy for you. 

A good example of this is a PANTHER T12 unit which was sold to our distributor in 
Belgium last year. Their customer needed a lime-spreader and opted to have the 
implement installed at their supplier’s directly. Our Applications’ Engineering 
team prepared the machine to its maximum capacity so that it would be pretty 
much “plug and play” for Firma Beel and Bosschaert. 

Even if we can customize in our own plant, the PANTHER platform is designed so 
you can even customize your unit once it gets to your shop. Our team can work 
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A CUSTOMIZABLE 
PLATFORM… EVEN 
AT YOUR SHOP!

TRACKED VEHICLES



PRINOTH 
DEALER

NETWORK

PRINOTH 
DEALER

NETWORK

GROW TOGETHER WITH PRINOTH
BECOME A PRINOTH DEALER AND BENEFIT 
FROM 30 YEARS OF TECHNOLOGY KNOWHOW

PRINOTH TRACKED VEHICLES & 
PRINOTH VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

Apply now: growwithprinoth@prinoth.com



This spring, one of our distributors’, Company Wrench of Ohio, 
asked for our support to help them build a sales pitch for the 
PRINOTH line-up. Our Account Manager saw a great opportunity 
to put together a customized training to help out our Distributor’s 
sales team.

He began by analyzing the total cost of ownership for PRINOTH 
versus other crawler carriers, followed by a comparison of our ve-
hicles’ features and their multiple benefits. As an easy example, 
the PRINOTH undercarriage design and technology offers four large 
wheels providing numerous benefits such as a high travel suspen-
sion. This component of the PRINOTH technology allows to travel 
over logs or large rocks while other systems don’t even come close 
to offering the same performance and often result in vehicles get-
ting stuck in the middle of nowhere. 

The total cost of ownership can easily be demonstrated with the 
PRINOTH rotating dumper, the PANTHER T14R. This unit is theo-
retically 28% more productive than other models in its category 
but in reality, it is more like 70% more productive! This high 
performance level can be explained by the highest payload in 
the industry combined to the highest speed in the industry and 
on top of that, the lowest maintenance costs on the market.
 
If you are a distributor looking for a great product line, 
PRINOTH track carriers might be just what your line-up is 
missing! 

CUSTOMIZING EVEN 
OUR TRAININGS!
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Barrick Gold is one of the largest gold mining companies in the world. Producing 
around 5.32 million ounces of gold and 413 million pounds of copper in average a 
year, they own several mines around the world, including Pueblo Viejo mine in the 
Dominican Republic, one of the largest gold mines in the world. This mine needed 
a new tracked vehicle with several specific features for mining exploration. 

While different opportunities were offered to Barrick Gold, its leaders decided 
to do business with PRINOTH, where they could customize a PANTHER T6 that 
answered all their needs. Our creative and efficient team of engineers worked 
together to easily adapt the vehicle so it could fit every attachment required 
without any trouble. Our customers are surely increasing their productivity 
since we offered them the unit they were dreaming of!

In the last months, Barrick Gold came to us needing to replace their old 
tracked vehicle, with very specific needs. Moreover, they wanted to increase 
their productivity on mining fields. This is why they contacted PRINOTH!
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PANTHER VEHICLES: 

THE NEW GOLD MINE 
OF BARRICK GOLD

TRACKED VEHICLES



AFTER SALES NETWORK

INSPECTIONS BY PROFESSIONALS

We guarantee competent support and technical assistance 
for maintenance, repairs and retrofits. Our availability of original 

spare parts guarantees a smooth process and best quality.



Customer satisfaction has always been a priority for PRINOTH. In North America, we are 
constantly working on creative ways to increase our customer and dealer satisfaction 
level. To achieve this result, the Spare Parts Optimization project has been launched in 
January 2018.

Thanks to survey answers provided by over 80 customers, we realized that we needed to 
take a closer look at some of the improvements we can make with our parts and our service.

PRINOTH came with a new approach of inventory maintenance for its customers where it 
offered them new logistics strategies. This project was so successful that it only took six 
months until first successes were achieved. 

Another recent parts-related project was also to assign PRINOTH’s Salt Lake City Offices 
as a parts distribution hub for USA. Doubling its capacity, the enlarged warehouse will 
provide a faster response to customers and a faster transaction.

Overall, these initiatives and many other smaller ones have proven that PRINOTH listened to 
its customers and strategically planned actions to increase customer satisfaction.

ONE PART 
AT A TIME
INCREASING NORTH AMERICAN 
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
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Last June, PRINOTH offered its first Tracked Vehicle training to 
European technicians. With our distributor network ever expending 
worldwide. Our Granby, Canada, Track Crawlers competency center 
welcomed a large group of technicians coming from Austria, 
France, Germany and Italy!

European colleagues from the AFTER SALES NETWORK had the chance 
to attend their first technician factory training at our North American 
headquarter. They spent three days in the PRINOTH factory with the 
best man to learn from; technical expert Gerald Carrière, known by 
most as Gerry.

During this trip, our European colleagues had the chance to learn 
more about our Tracked Vehicles. More specifically, they got training 
on PANTHER vehicles maintenance and technical drawings for Crawler 
Carriers, and this for every PANTHER model, which are slightly dif-
ferent from one to another. They also saw the differences between 
Tracked Vehicles and Snow Groomers, being used to work on the latter. 
They even had the chance to end their trip by driving PANTHER vehicles 
in our vehicle testing grounds in Granby.

Now that PRINOTH has AFTER SALES NETWORK colleagues ready to 
support in Europe, it will likely help to bring new European dealers 
onboard and see even more PANTHER vehicles in the field!

TRAINED TO 
BE PRINOTH 
EFFECTIVE
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The easy handling, the flexible configuration and the maintenance-free nature of PRINOTH 
solutions in vegetation management are convincing customers worldwide. It goes without 
saying that PRINOTH relies only on top-quality also for vegetation management attach-
ments: high-quality components from Bosch ensure long durability, and with the latest 
machine, the S700, there are even ready-to-use “plug & mulch” packages. 

M450H-1900 
For instance, the M450h is a lightweight mulcher for universal use on skid steers in the 
80 to 180 HP power range. 
The close centre of gravity on the carrier ensures very good handling during use. The special 
hydraulic motor automatically ensures optimal torque in all working situations. This allows 
a high grooming area to be achieved despite the low drive power. 
The many offset counter blades allow a fluid cutting behaviour with an excellent shredding 
pattern and at the same time prevent the penetration of large pieces of wood that can 
block the rotor.
M450h is particularly suitable for keeping skid roads clear to transport felled timber from 
the forest to the loading areas, easy clearing of areas and trail maintenance. 

OTHER PRINOTH MULCHERS

M700 _ For carrier vehicles in the 240-550-HP power range for CAT II or 
CAT III three-point linkage. 

M650M _ The M650m is a medium-duty mulcher with a rotor diameter of 650 mm. 
It is suitable for carrier vehicles from 200 to 350 HP with CATIII/IV.

M550M _ The M550m is a medium-duty mulcher with a rotor diameter of 550 mm. 
It is suitable for carrier vehicles from 100 to 250 HP.

M500 _ For carrier vehicles in the 100-180-HP power range for CAT II or 
CAT III three-point linkage.

HYDRAULIC MULCHERS 
AND ATTACHMENTS 
FROM PRINOTH 
HERDWANGEN
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RAPTORS 
FOR CHILE
Chile is one of the most interesting and diverse countries when you consider 
its unique north-south extension of approximately 4,300 kilometres. Almost 
all types of flora and fauna can be found in Chile’s vegetation zones: steppes, 
semi-deserts, moors and rainforests - all within a single country! 

In the Concepción region (in the middle of the country), pine plantations 
collapsed after a fire in 2017. PRINOTH RAPTOR 800 is the machine of choice to 
prepare for reforestation.

PROFILE

Application area: Concepción

Vegetation on site: 6-9 years old burnt pines, on average 30 cm in diameter, 15 m tall

Purpose: Preparation for reforestation

PRINOTH solution: The tree stocks will be mulched in order to return the nutrients lost 
in the fire to the soil, and at the same time, prevent erosion.

The team: Two drivers and a support team from the customer

PRINOTH support: RAPTOR 800 has proven itself as the ideal solution for the project. 
Comprehensive driver and mechanic training done by PRINOTH specialists helped prepare 
the customers to operate the machine applications optimally.

Project duration: 5 years

Summary: PRINOTH RAPTOR 800 has demonstrated that it is a highly reliable and a 
fuel-efficient machine. The customer is delighted and plans to purchase another machine 
in the future.



FOR SOLID GROUND

PRINOTH is the world‘s leading technology and 
solution provider for the sustainable cultivation and 

preparation of vegetation areas.



plantations of tree stumps, roots or the likes will be freed so that they can be 
used in the future as rural and agricultural areas. This is no easy task; but such 
applications require particularly powerful machines. 

PRINOTHS “TERMINATOR”
PRINOTH’s RAPTOR 800 was designed especially for the hardest tasks in the 
world. With its giant SB 1200 stump grinder, a so-called Stump Buster, the 
“Terminator” has been created for virtually all challenges and for the most diffi-
cult situations. Recultivation is arduous but at the same time, it is undoubtedly 
an environmentally-friendly procedure. First of all, the rootstocks on the surface 
are cleared and shredded. Then, the shredded material is worked back into the 
soil and thus returned to the ecosystem. 

Currently, the efficient PRINOTH machines are being employed in two Australian 
regions: two in Albany, which is about 500 km south of Perth in Western Australia 
and two further areas 1,000 km north-east of Adelaide in New South Wales. 
Through a high level of customer satisfaction, further machines are on order. 
Valuable suitable areas for growing crops for potatoes or maize cultivation, as 
well as grazing land for cattle are developing from formerly dry areas. 

In Australia, agriculture plays a major role as an important economic factor. 
Massive areas of the country serve as grazing land, where about 130 million 
sheep and more than 25 million cattle are reared. For comparison: Australia has 
approximately 24 million inhabitants.

It is precisely here, in the middle of the Australian fields, that PRINOTH is starting 
to use carrier vehicles for the recultivation of unused areas. In this project, old 
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RECULTIVATION PROJECT 
IN AUSTRALIA

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
MACHINES WORKING 
DOWN UNDER

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT



POWERFUL AND 
EFFICIENT IN 
STYLISH BLACK 
RAPTOR 300 IN ELEGANT BLACK 
SUITS AMERICAN TASTES

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
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And as always with PRINOTH: the vehicle is completely tailored to the specific needs 
of the customer - even in style and colour. This is exactly the secret of our RAPTOR 
300’s success. 

ADVANTAGES OF THE RAPTOR 300 AT A GLANCE:
+ Impressive 275 HP / 1257 Nm torque
+ Highest performance and least ground pressure in comparison with other providers 
+ Productivity and efficiency: Savings of over 25-30% of fuel through the 
  mechanical drive
+ More power in the rotor through the mechanical PowerBelt drive
+ PRINOTH Mulcher M650m-2050 with carbide tools for the toughest applications 
  and conditions
+ Low-maintenance and easy to maintain: all components are easily accessible, 
  quick to change and have been developed for a long service life 
+ Comfort: Air conditioning and auxiliary heating, ergonomic operator seat, 
 2 displays with rear view camera, fridge and bottle cooler. 
 

Providing raw power for the hardest mulching applications in infrastructure projects, elec-
trical power lines and oil pipeline construction, the RAPTOR 300 is currently doing very well 
in North America. Be it stony or sandy ground, in the forest or on the field, the bite of the 
tracked carrier vehicles equipped with various carbide tipped tools (UPTs) or with steel 
knives – bite control system (BCS) will cope with any type of terrain. At the same time, the 
manoeuvrable power pack has a surprisingly little ground pressure and offers a surprising 
economy in terms of consumption. Visitors to this year’s Interforst show, the leading trade 
fair for forest management and forestry technology in Munich, were captivated by the high 
quality of the RAPTOR 300. Striking above all the unusual colouring of the body - a result of 
taste preferences in the US. 



The UPT tool system takes care of perfect shredding with an optimal cross-section which is 
arranged for optimal impact on the rotor. 
PRINOTH sets new quality standards in matters of shredding and mixing via our proven 
counter blade technology from our mulcher portfolio.

Through the versatile possibilities in tools and housing linings, tailored to individual condi-
tions, operating costs can be slashed.

The oil cooler integrated within the casing, easily changed wear plates in the casing, and 
the actively cooled belt drive, increase performance and service life even under the toughest 
operating conditions.
With a working width of 2.3 m, a tiller cutting depth of 40 cm and the possibility of the 
rotor turning in reverse, the R800 covers a broad spectrum of applicability with tractors of 
higher capacity levels.

With this new innovative concept, PRINOTH continues to gain ground.

The innovative concept of the R800 will be presented for the first time at the Inter-forest 
Fair in Munich in July. 

A NEW GENERATION OF ROTAVATORS TAKES CARE OF “SOLID GROUND.”

The new PRINOTH R800 rotavator was developed especially to shred roots and remnants of 
roots and to incorporate them into the subsoil. The shredding and the mixing of the biomass 
occurs in a single operation. 

NEW PRODUCT 
FROM THE HOUSE OF 
HERDWANGEN: R800
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HYDRAULIC MULCHERS
DISCOVER OUR POWERFUL SOLUTIONS

Save time and remove all the 
material in a single working step.



AFTER SALES

AT PRINOTH, THE 
CUSTOMER IS KING 
EVEN IN OUR 
TRAININGS
PRINOTH VEGETATION MANAGEMENT TRAININGS CAN BE 
FOCUSSED PARTICULARLY ON A CUSTOMER’S WISHES
PRINOTH vehicles give the highest efficiency in any area and are ideal for every use. We 
stand out - thanks to our outstanding close cooperation with our customers. Not only are we 
able to provide the right machines ready to perform special tasks, but in our training offer, 
we also focus on customers’ needs and wishes as well.

COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING; THE THEORY AND THE PRACTICE 
In June 2018, the French company Hantsch requested a training from PRINOTH. All this with 
a very detailed idea: the customer was interested in learning more about the technology of 
our RAPTOR 300 and selected accessory equipment. 

No problem for our PRINOTH AFTER SALES NETWORK: in a first training module, the fully 
attachment of a three-point machine to a tractor was practiced with the customer. After-
wards, there was a deepening of the knowledge of the built-in components of the RAPTOR 
300 and a briefing on the fast fault diagnosis and solutions on the device.

For the theoretical part of the training, we first clarified the needs with Hantsch Company 
to identify which topics would be useful for the participants including fitters, foremen and 
master craftsmen. In the end, a complete explanation of the RAPTOR components, mechanical 
mulching tools, and electro-hydraulic plans was given. Maintenance schedules and operating 
instructions were also handled in detail. 

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED
At the end of the training, participants were instructed optimally on the functions and 
assembly methods of the machines. They know how our systems work and can independently 
carry out repairs and maintenance work even on the latest generation of machines. 
Hantsch Company was very satisfied with their 4-day intensive training and can now look 
forward to new orders. 

Would you also like to get to know your vehicles better? 
If you are interested in a tailor-made PRINOTH training, get in touch with us at: 

training.eu@prinoth.com 
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The “Universal Power Tool” system is a highly innovative tool system designed especially 
for high power mulcher classes. With six different tool designs, PRINOTH is able to cover 
all possible applications. UPT tools have two carbide inserts on one basic body and can be 
turned after wear. 

ADVANTAGES FOR YOU
The UPT system stands out above all for its outstanding service life and minimal mainte-
nance requirements. Take advantage of an optimally balanced rotor with unique tool ar-
rangement for minimal fuel consumption and perfect cutting pattern for the most demand-
ing conditions! 

TOOL TECHNOLOGY IN THE POWER CLASS: 300 - 640 HP

+ Maximize daily performance by using high-quality tools
+ Optimum connection thanks to the three-axis centering of the tool on its holder
+ Deep countersink for screw head and time saving when changing tools
+ Extremely resistant to foreign bodies
+ Unique side scraper for maximum wear protection on holder and housing with 
  optimum cleaning performance

The ideal weight distribution also makes mixed tooling possible. Developped, tested and 
patented by PRINOTH Herdwangen! The original is not available everywhere, only from us!

TOP PERFORMANCE WITH 
THE RIGHT TOOL:

THE UPT TOOL SERIES 
FROM PRINOTH
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UPT02
Extremely resistant and impact-resistant 
in stony soils, rotatable with two carbide blades.

UPT02.01
Extremely resistant and impact-resistant 
in stony soils, one-sided with a carbide blade.

UPT08.02
Extremely resistant and impact-resistant in 
stony and sandy soils, wear-resistant in 
extremely abrasive applications, thanks to 
additional carbide plates.

UPT09
Very aggressive tool, best penetration, 
extremely low power requirement, additional 
carbide plates for abrasive applications, 
all-purpose tool.

UPT10
Very fine mulching result due to the double-head 
geometry, low power requirement thanks to the 
separate arrangement of the carbide tips, with 
stepped carbide plates for additional wear protection. 
Recommended use only for wood.

UPT11
Very aggressive tool, best penetration, extremely 
low power requirement, additional carbide plates for 
extremely abrasive applications in the ground. 

Carbide-tipped screw head (UPT12).



A GROUP OF INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES. 
Ropeways, grooming equipment and snow-making machines, from 
a single source, with much in common: Technical excellence, design and 
a high degree of specialization.

www.leitner-ropeways.com  |  www.prinoth.com  |  www.demaclenko.com

WINTER 
AT ITS 
BEST



LEITNER ROPEWAYS

AN INVESTMENT FOR LOVE
The re-opening of the ropeway is being made possible in part due to the great commitment of 
Sarajevo’s Mayor, Abdulah Skaka, and Dutch nuclear physicist and businessman, Edmond 
Offermann. He not only found the love of his life in nuclear physicist Maja Serdarevic from 
Sarajevo, but also found a spiritual home in the ropeway to Trebevic. “I remember my first 
visit there in 1991. It feels like this first carefree trip with Maja was only yesterday. I was fas-
cinated by this mountain and the beautiful view of the city,” recounts Offermann. 

THE TREBEVIC IS COMING BACK TO TOWN
On April 6, Sarajevo was celebrating the return of a real monument: When the new ropeway 
opened, the city left behind one of its darkest chapters and also revitalized its local 
mountain: thanks to the latest technology by LEITNER ropeways. For the people of 
Sarajevo, the construction of the new ropeway is so significant because it is bringing one 
of the city’s landmarks, destroyed in the Bosnian war, back to life. An actual music project 
shows how important this ropeway is for that region: Some musicians have created the 
song “Trebevic opet silazi u grad“ (The Trebevic is coming back to town) to welcome the 
new gondola lift.

The ropeway to Trebevic, the local mountain of the Herzegovinian capital Sarajevo, was one 
of the most famous symbols of the 1984 Olympic Games. The system was destroyed during 
the Yugoslav Wars in the 1990s. Now, more than a quarter of a century later, the new system 
by LEITNER ropeways is breathing new life into the mountain area.

LEITNER ROPEWAYS CONNECTS 

A ROPEWAY AS A 
SYMBOL OF PEACE
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A BROAD PALETTE 
OF PRODUCTS FOR 
THE NEW SEASON
Outstanding snow quality, high levels of productivity and an unbeatable energy balance - this 
is what snowmakers stand for in the House of DEMACLENKO. Besides their efficiency, sustain-
ability and functionality, they also captivate customers with their attractive design. 

TITAN 3.0 - THE MOST POWERFUL SNOWMAKER ON THE MARKET 
+ Production volume of 110 m3/h with outstanding snow quality 
+ Maximum projection range due to its innovative barrel

TITAN 3.0 SILENT - PERFORMANCE WAS NEVER SO QUIET
+ Extremely silent operation at a constant high snow output of 110 m3/h
+ Clear advantage when producing snow in residential areas

TITAN X 3.0 - FIRST-CLASS RESULTS AT LIMIT TEMPERATURES
+ “Multi-nozzle” water jet system 
+ First class results at limit temperatures, high air humidity and facilities 
  with a low pressure range

VENTUS 4.0 - PERFORMANCE, TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN
+ Powerful snow production up to 90 m3/h while low energy consumption of only 20 kW
+ Best ratio between snow quantity and energy consumption

EVO 3.0 - VERSATILE AND RESOURCE SAVING
+ Snow production of 70 m3/h 
+ Most powerful snowmaker of the compact size segment

EOS - THE EFFICIENCY REVOLUTION IN WATER GUN GENERATION
+ Snow production of up to 61 m3/h
+ Energy consumption below 2 kW thanks to special nozzles and oil-free compressor  
  technology

All DEMACLENKO snowmakers are fitted with a user-friendly Touch-Display, and can be controlled 
via the proven Demaclenko Control switchboard and via Wi-Fi. The latest update of the control 
software Snowvisual 4.0 gives the final touch to the fully automatic snowmaking solution.

DEMACLENKO
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AVAILABLE IN THE SHOP STARTING WINTER SEASON 2018 

+ PRINOTH // PEAKPERFORMANCE WINTER JACKET

+ PRINOTH // PEAKPERFORMANCE SKI PANTS

+ PRINOTH // PEAKPERFORMANCE THERMAL JACKET

 PADDED JACKET
  + Horizontal quilting
  + 100% Polyester
  + Lining 100% DuPont
  + PRINOTH Logo-Rubber Patch

 LEITWOLF SOFTSHELL VEST
  + Male vest, ideal for our passionate drivers and fans 
  of the LEITWOLF
  + With a backside print, contrast zipper, 
  chest pocket and cords for adjustment

 SOFT TOY LEITWOLF
  + Size: 30 cm
  + Material: soft toy
  + Washable at 30°

 SKI SOCKS
 
  + 44% Wool
  + 44% polyester
  + 12% elastane

 T-SHIRT <GROOM> 
  + 100% Cotton
  + GROOM imprint-front
  + For men

 

 T-SHIRT <MEET A LEITWOLF>
  
 + 100% Cotton
 + Meet a LEITWOLF imprint-front
 + For men

 T-SHIRT KIDS
  
 + MY DADDY DRIVES A SNOW GROOMER
 + Comfortable cut
 + Front: big snow groomer, rear: no print
 + 35% cotton / 65% polyester

 LEITWOLF MOCK UP IN SWAROVSKI CRYSTALS
 + Limited Edition LEITWOLF crystal model
 + A must-have for collectors
 + Height: approx. 10 cm, width: approx. 6 cm
 + Not eligible for PRINOTH Club discounts

PRINOTH 
ONLINE SHOP
... MORE ITEMS ONLINE 


